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GETS
CIHR CGS M
Michael Smith CGS-MSFSS (NSERC, SSHRC, CIHR)
NSERC CGSM, PGSD, CGSD
NSERC Doctoral Prize
NSERC IPS
Research Manitoba
SSHRC CGSM, Doctoral, CGSD
Vanier Canada Graduate Scholarships (NSERC, SSHRC, CIHR)
Emergency Loans

Arthur Mauro Senior Student Award
Award Advertising/Database
Congress for Social Sciences & Humanities
Dean of Grad. St. Student Achievement Award
Dr. Richard Douglas Oatway Mem. Fishp
Faculty of Graduate Studies Travel Award
Hawirko, Roma Zenovea Grad Scholarship
IODE
James Gordon Fletcher for Nutraceuticals
Janice Filmon Award in Peace Studies
Johnson, Rose & Frederick Scholarship
Nancie J. Mauro Grad Scholarship in Oncology Res.
Northern Scientific Training Program (NSTP)
Sixth Prairie Cons & Endangered Species Conf. Fishp.
Women’s Health Research Foundation of Can.
UMGF
Emergency Loans

Adalsteinn Kristjansson Travelling
Brockman Graduate Student Thesis Research in Child Development
Department Award Selection Forms
Donald Vernon Snider Memorial
E. B. Kernaghan Foundation for Registered Nurses of MB Inc
Heinz Frank Memorial Scholarships
International Graduate Students Entrance Scholarship (IGSES)
International Graduate Students Scholarship (IGSS)
Irene Knysh Grad Scholarship in Ukrainian Issues
James Gordon Fletcher PhD Fishp in Aboriginal Issues
J.W. Dafoe
McCrorie-West Family Fishp for Alzheimer Research
P. Singal Grad. Fishp. In Cardiovascular Science
Senator Thomas Alexander Cerrr Scholarships
Sheu L. Lee Family Scholarship
University Women’s Club of Winnipeg
Emergency Loans
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